Data movement between the processing units and the memory in traditional von Neumann architecture is creating the "memory wall" problem. To bridge the gap, two approaches, the memory-rich processor (more on-chip memory) and the compute-capable memory (processing-in-memory) have been studied. However, the first one has strong computing capability but limited memory capacity/bandwidth, whereas the second one is the exact the opposite.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing gap between the computational performance of the processors and the memory has created the "memory wall" problem [90] , in which the data movement between the processing units and the memory is becoming the bottleneck of the entire computing system, ranging from cloud servers to end-user devices. For example, the data transfer between CPUs and off-chip memory consumes two orders of magnitude more energy than a floating point operation [26] , and while technology scaling helps reduce the total energy, data movement still dominates the total energy consumption [47] .
To bridge this gap between the computing and the memory, extensive work has been done to explore possible solutions, which can be classified into two categories: The first approach, referred to as the memory-rich processor, sticks with the computing-centric architecture while bringing more memory on-chip. For example, modern processors integrate up to 128MB embedded DRAM (eDRAM) based caches [37] . This on-chip memory not only reduces energyconsuming off-chip memory accesses, but also provides higher memory bandwidth, improving system performance. The second approach, referred to as the compute-capable memory, switches to the memory-centric processing-in-memory (PIM) architecture. Lightweight processing units are designed in the logic die of 3D stacking memories [67] or in the same DRAM die in 2D cases [46, 71] for near/in-memory computing. This approach significantly reduces the traffic between the host and memories, and embraces the large internal memory bandwidth. However, both approaches have limitations. As shown in Figure 1 , bringing large on-chip memory to the powerful memory-rich processor architectures (the lower right corner) boosts the performance, but the memory capacity is still not enough for data intensive applications. On the other hand, the PIM approaches (the upper left corner) effectively bond more memory to the computing resources, but the performance is not as competitive as GPU/ASICs. For example, Neurocube achieves 132GOPs [53] , while the latest GPU can reach 44TOPs [3] . Emerging applications, such as deep learning and bioinformatics (like meta-genome data analysis [21] ), are both compute and memory intensive, with a challenging demand for both powerful computing and large memory capacity/bandwidth (the upper right corner in Figure 1 ), which may not be satisfied by either of these approaches.
Compute-capable Memory (PIM)

Memory-rich Processor
Designing a novel architecture to achieve the goal in the target region in Figure 1 is challenging. It is difficult to keep adding more memories to processors, since even the high-density eDRAM suffers from a much larger cell size (60F 2 − 80F 2 [31, 38] ) than DRAMs (6F 2 ). On the other hand, it is also difficult to improve PIM's performance. For the 3D-based PIM, the area of the processing unit is limited by the logic die's area budget [17] . For the 2D-based PIM, building complex logics with DRAM process technologies results in large area and cost, making the approach unviable for the DRAM industry [18] .
The goal of this paper is to build a processing unit that provides both high computing performance and large memory capacity/bandwidth (the upper right region in Figure 1 ). To that end, we present a DRAM-based Reconfigurable I n-Situ Accelerator architecture, DRISA. The accelerator is built using DRAM technology with the majority of the area consisting of DRAM memory arrays, and computes with logic on every memory bitline (BL). By applying the DRAM technology, we achieve the goal of large memory capacity for the accelerator. Furthermore, DRISA's in-situ computing architecture eliminates unnecessary off-chip accesses and provides ultra-high internal bandwidth. To avoid the large overhead caused by building logic with DRAM process, DRISA uses simple and serially-computing BL logic. The BL logic has bitwise Boolean logic operations (like NOR), which are either performed by the memory cell itself, or by a few add-on gates. DRISA can be reconfigured to compute various functions (like additions) by serially running the functionally complete Boolean logical operations with the help of hierarchical internal data movement circuits. Finally, to achieve high performance with these simple and serially-computing logic elements, multiple rows, subarrays, and banks are activated simultaneously to provide massive parallelism. We compare four different design options, and present a case study of accelerating the state-of-the-art convolutional neural networks (CNNs). The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose an accelerator architecture, DRISA, built with DRAM technology. It provides large on-chip memory and in-situ computing benefits. To reduce the overhead of building logic with DRAM process, we use simple Boolean logic operations for computing but achieve high performance after optimizations. • A set of circuits and microarchitectures are implemented in DRISA, including the BL logic design, the reconfigurable scheme, hierarchical internal data movement circuits, and controllers. Optimizations for unblocking the internal data movement bottlenecks and reducing activation latency and energy are presented to achieve higher performance. • We use CNN acceleration as a case study to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, with resource allocation optimizations. We compare four different DRISA designs and present conclusions that guide efficient DRISA design. We also compare DRISA with the state-of-the-art ASIC and GPU solutions for the CNN case study.
BACKGROUND
A DRAM chip contains multiple banks, which are connected with a global bus. Each bank has many subarrays that share global BLs. Global decoders decode parts of the addresses to the global wordlines (WLs) that are connected to different subarrays, which consist of cell matrices (mats) as the basic units. Every mat has its private, local WL decoders, drivers, and sense amplifiers (SAs). A DRAM cell is constructed with an access transistor and a capacitor (1T1C). Within one chip, only a single row in a subarray is activated at a time. The mats in a subarray work in a lock-step manner. The DRAM fabrication process and the logic fabrication process are very different and often incompatible [55] . It is difficult to build logic devices with a DRAM process, or DRAM with a logic process. The transistors in a DRAM process are highly optimized for density and low leakage, at the expense of performance. Moreover, the DRAM process usually has only three metal layers, but the logic process often has more than twelve metal layers, meaning that logic circuits in a DRAM process could suffer from higher interconnect overhead. In summary, building complex logic circuits in a DRAM process is challenging with 22% performance degradation and 80% area overhead [55] , which is the key reason why earlier PIM research that put the processor and DRAM on the same die had limited success. On the other hand, building DRAM cells within a logic process results in embedded DRAM (eDRAM), which is also inefficient. eDRAM results in 10x area overhead [31, 64] , around 4× more power, and 100× shorter retention time [64] , compared with DRAM.
Deep neural networks are a family of machine learning algorithms inspired by human brain structures [57] . The case study in this paper focuses on the CNN inference task. There are typically three types of layers in CNNs: convolutional layers, pooling layers, and fully connected layers. The convolutional layer is described as follows,
where f in j is the j-th input feature map, and f out i is the i-th output feature map, д i, j is the convolution kernel, b i is the bias term, and n in and n out are the numbers of the input and output feature maps, respectively. σ is the activation function that could be ReLU, clip, hard tanh, etc. The pooling layer sub-samples the feature maps. The fully connected layer calculates the dot product between the input neuron vector and the synapse weight matrix. The output vectors then go through the activation function. Besides these layers, batch normalization [45] is applied, which normalizes the data with mean and variance values collected during training.
OVERVIEW
The Key Idea. To implement in-situ computing with large onchip memory, we build DRISA with DRAM process technology. The main challenge is to efficiently build complex logic functions within the DRAM process. We solve this problem by only building simple Boolean logic operations. Figure 3 shows a logical overview of DRISA. To avoid building complex circuitry in DRAM process technology, we leverage vast, parallel DRAM internal resources to increase computational ability by serially cascading on simple Boolean logic. The bitwise Boolean logic operations are implemented in an efficient manner for each BL. To compute, DRISA first opens two rows, performs logical operations using SAs modified with logic and shifters, and then writes back to a result row. It achieves reconfigurability by implementing different sets of functions serially for a desired overall function. However, in order to increase throughput with multiple DRAM resources, multiple rows, subarrays, and banks need to be activated simultaneously, leading to challenges that we describe next. Challenges and Solutions. Our DRISA architecture exploits massive DRAM parallelism and achieves large computational throughput for in-situ reconfigurable computing. However, new design methodologies are required to achieve high performance. We outline the challenges and our contributions to address them:
• Challenge-1:Achieving high performance with the simple and serial logic elements. We target DRISA as an accelerator instead of as host memory to avoid tight area constraints, and hence we can optimize it for high performance. DRISA requires simultaneous activation of multiple subarrays and banks to provide large parallelism and thereby large computational throughput. To solve this, we propose bank reorganization to enable activating multiple rows (Section 4.4).
• Challenge-2:Unblocking the internal data movement bottleneck. We propose group/bank buffers to isolate local movements in DRAM and enable moving multiple data buffers in parallel (Section 4.2). We also reorganize the bank to reduce data collisions on the shared data bus by designing a hierarchical bus (Section 4.4).
• Challenge-3:Optimizing ACT to reduce its latency and energy. Activation (ACT) is a basic step for DRISA computing. Directly adopting a DRAM ACT mechanism results in large latency and energy overheads. Our bank reorganization makes WLs/BLs shorter (Section 4.4). We also present split computing and storage array regions, μ-operations, and local instruction decoding to save latency and energy on ACT (Section 4.3).
DRISA ARCHITECTURE
We show DRISA's architecture design in Figure 2 . It inherits most aspects of standard DRAM design. However, one more hierarchy, called a group, is added between the hierarchy of the chip and bank. Groups are connected with a bus (gBus), and controlled by the chip-level controllers (cCtrl). Within a bank, bank-level decoders are modified as controllers (bCtrl). Bank buffers (bBuf ) are added to help data movements. In a subarray, a subarray-level controller (sCtrl) is added. In a mat, the cell array is split into two regions, for storage and computing, respectively. The SA is modified to support the computing. Extra hardware to support data movements is also added. A mat is logically partitioned vertically into lanes, and each lane is equivalent to an n-bit processing unit. We elaborate on the design details and justify the design choices in the rest of this section.
Microarchitecture for Computing
The basic operating units for the reconfigurable computing are the Boolean logic operations and the shifters ( 1 and 2 in Figure 2 , respectively). For the logic part, there are two approaches that can make DRAMs computing-capable: the 3T1C solution and the 1T1C solution. Both of these approaches share the same shifter design. • 3T1C-based computing: This design changes standard DRAM cells to 3T1C and uses cells themselves for computing. Therefore no other circuits are required. 3T1C cell was used in early DRAM designs [84] . As shown in Figure 4 (a), both WLs and BLs are separated as two lines for read and write, respectively. The cell includes two separated read/write access transistors, and an extra transistor that decouples the capacitor from the read BL. The third transistor also connects the cell in a NOR style on the read BL. Therefore, the 3T1C cell naturally performs NOR logic (NOR itself is functionally complete) on BL without any extra design changes.
• 1T1C-based computing: This design keeps the standard DRAM cells unchanged, but uses extra circuits attached to the SAs for computing. There are two types of computing. First, it calculates AND and OR using the method proposed by Seshadri et al. [80] (on the left part of Figure 4(b) ). The result row is pre-stored with 0 (for AND) or 1 (for OR), and three rows are activated simultaneously. Then, after charge sharing (shown as 0.3 and 0.6 in the figure) , the SA readout is the logic result, and the result is restored to the result row during the row closing. Note that this operation will also destroy the operand rows, so a row copy before the operations is required. However, the problem is that AND/OR alone are not logically complete. Therefore, the second types of computing is demanded. DRISA calculates other logic function like NOT to achieve logical completeness, as shown in the right part of Figure 4 (b). Extra circuits for a latch and logic gates (to perform one or some of Boolean logic operations) are added. The operand Row s (R s ) is activated first, and the data is stored in the latch. Then, the operand Row t (R t ) is activated, and its data, along with the data in the latch, is fed into the logic gate. The result is then read out or restored to the result row. Taking the 1T1C-based solution to an extreme scenario, we can also design a n-bit adder circuit for n-bit BLs, as shown in Figure 4 (c).
Both of the 3T1C-and 1T1C-based solutions make each BL computing-capable. This architecture makes in-situ computing possible, since the memory cell and the BL logic are tightly coupled.
• Circuits for intra-lane SHF: Shifters are required in our architecture because the bitwise Boolean logic operations only performs logical operations but not arbitrary data movement. Shifters are designed for data shuffling, thereby enabling general-purpose computing. Figure 5 For an n-bit lane, we implement arithmetic 1/(n-1)-bit right shifts. We also implement 1/exp2-bit left shifts. The left shift is either a logical or arithmetic shift. We design filling lines that can fill in 0/1 accordingly. This design can then perform arbitrary shifts by running serially. Our shifter design is optimized for common cases. Even though 1-bit left/right shift alone is functionally complete, we design extra (n-1) bit right shift circuits to cover the common case that makes the whole lane all-zero/one according to its sign bit. We also design special exp2-bit left shift circuits to cover the most common shifts in full adders, making it 11% faster. We do not design special circuits for every possible shift cases, thus saving 60% shifter circuit area, 84% shifter latency, and 52% shifter energy, without any performance degradation for all μ-operations defined in Table 1 .
• Reconfigurable computing: With the functionally complete logic and shifters, DRISA can theoretically accomplish any operations by running serially. In Figure 6 , the 3T1C one-cycle NOR logic is used as an example to show how DRISA supports some frequently used operations, i.e., selection (SEL), addition (ADD), and multiplication (MUL). We use the notation shown in the upper-left corner of Figure 6 , where the blocks denote rows in DRAMs, white rows are inputs, blue rows are intermediate terms, and green rows are outputs. Arrows connect the sources and result of a NOR logic.
final NOR
Figure 6: Building operations with basic Boolean logic operations.
To calculate SEL, we duplicate the selector 0/1 to a whole row. Then the SEL is broken down into NOR logic step by step, as shown in Figure 6 (a), which takes 7 cycles and 6 intermediate terms in total. For adders, we show both a carry-save adder (CSA), which has three inputs and two outputs without a carry-out, and a full adder (FA), which has two inputs and one output and a carry-out. Breaking down the CSA into NOR logics, we get Figure 6 (b). The FA calculation is shown in Figure 6 (c). There are three steps:
Step one initializes and generates partial terms P 0 and G 0 .
Step two follows the prefix tree [68] logics, generates P i and G i , and iterates loд(n) times for an n-bit adder. During this step, left shifting is required.
Step three finally generates the sum and the carry-out. For the MUL, the calculation depends on the multiplier's bit width. If the multiplier is binary, the MUL collapses as a XNOR logic. Otherwise, MUL is calculated by generating partial terms with shifter and SEL and then sums all these partial terms with both CSA and FA. Figure 7 (right) shows MUL with different lane counts and multiplier widths, both in bits. For 1-bit and 2-bit MUL, it takes only 5-6 cycles. However, if the multiplier has more than 3 bits, it takes hundreds of cycles for computing.
Microarchitecture for Data Movement
A general purpose processor requires flexible data movement. The shift circuits mentioned above only cover inter-lane movement. We design circuits for data movement between lanes in this subsection, in order to have a functionally complete hierarchical shift solution. Specifically, within the subarrays, we design inter-lane SHF circuits. Between subarrays, we have improved RowClone [81] . We also have the lane-FWD circuits, to move data from and to arbitrary lanes.
• Circuits for inter-lane SHF:
Inter-lane SHF ( 2 in Figure 2) shifts a row from one lane to its adjacent lane. The circuits are shown in Figure 8 (a). The shifter contains ping/pong phases. We choose this two-step shift because it saves area, since all lanes share the same shift data wire (the two upper blue wires in Figure 2 ). Figure 8 • Enhanced RowClone with bank buffer: We improve upon the existing RowClone [81] technique in DRISA. Besides original rowto-row copy, DRISA can choose either to copy the whole row, or to repeatedly copy the data from a certain lane. Furthermore, we add bank buffers ( 4 in Figure 2 ) in order to tackle Challenge-2 (preventing data movement from becoming the bottleneck). The limitation of RowClone lies in the shared memory data bus. Although multiple subarrays/banks work simultaneously in DRISA, the initial RowClone only works with two subarrays at one time since it utilizes the shared data bus between banks. Bank buffers, which are implemented by registers, isolate intra-bank RowClones from other banks, so that multiple intra-bank RowClones work in parallel in different banks.
Microarchitecture for Controllers
• Instruction design: We abstract an instruction set shown in Table 1. The instruction follows the R-format in MIPS [72] , which contains the opcode, the address for two (or possibly one or three) input rows and the output row, and the funct code that describes detailed controls. DRISA has the basic instructions for Boolean logic operations and data movement mentioned earlier, as shown in the left side of Table 1 . In addition, there are also μ-operations, including frequently used functions (SEL, ADD, MUL, MAX, etc). Next, bulk data copy and also compute reductions with addition/maximal/minimal operators are supported. Finally, a vector-wise inner-product operation is also supported. Note that instructions like control transfer are carried out by the host and therefore not included in Table 1 . • Multi-level controllers: DRISA has four levels of controllers ( 5 in Figure 2 ): chip, group, bank, and subarray-level controllers. They support simultaneous multi-subarray/bank activation for better parallelism. The first two levels (chip/group) of controllers are essentially decoders, but they can also help with data movement. The bank-level controllers decode the instructions. They convert the instructions and μ-operations into addresses, vector lengths, and control codes, and then send them to the controllers in the active subarray. The subarray controller consists of address latches, local decoders, and counters. The address latches are essential for multisubarray activation [54] . The counters are used for continuously updating addresses to local decoders for the bulk-style μ-operations.
• Split array regions: The cell array is split into the data region and the compute region ( 6 in Figure 2 ). They share BLs and SAs, but have separate decoders in the subarray controllers. This separation reduces the area and performance overhead while supporting multirow activations (required by computing in Section 4.1). A strong decoder that activates multiple rows in one cycle is costly. On the other hand, designing a latch for each local WL and serially decoding for the active rows [60] wastes too much latency and energy. Instead, in the split array case, the data region that has most of the cells does not need multi-row activation. The compute region that stores the intermediate data (blue rows in Figure 6 ) only contains a few (typically 16) rows. Designing a strong one-cycle decoder is much easier. Without the split regions, a strong one-cycle decoder takes 204.3% area overhead (compared with a normal 256 fan-out decoder). On the other hand, the serial solution only takes 4.3% area overhead, but results in 10.8% peak performance degradation. After adapting the split cell region idea, we have one-cycle decoding with only 19.02% area overhead.
Optimizing Bank Reorganization
We reorganize bank/array in DRISA to optimize for performance and energy efficiency. Conventionally in DRAM memories, bank/array organizations are optimized for memory density. We switch the optimization objective in DRISA since we are now designing accelerators instead of memories.
• Improving the parallelism: We have to improve parallelism to achieve high performance. It takes DRISA around 30 cycles for FA. If considering each cycle as tRC, DRISA's adder runs as slow as ∼1MHz. To overcome Challenge-1, we present two techniques:
(1) DRISA simultaneously activates multiple subarrays in multiple banks. To achieve this, each subarray and bank has their independent controllers with latches. Previous work [54] shows such modification incurs ignorable area overhead. The detailed controller design is shown in Section 4.3. (2) Furthermore, DRISA activates more rows at one time. We reorganize the banks and subarray by making the subarray smaller (few number of rows) but with larger quantity. Therefore, the number of rows/subarrays that can be active simultaneously is increased. Later, Figure 11 shows that it costs 58% more area but gains 4× more parallelism. This is worthwhile when optimizing for performance per area.
However, there are limitations for out parallelism improvements. First, the power budget is a hard constraint. Second, modern DRAMs use open-BL architecture, where the SA works with a differential sensing mechanism. It needs an idle adjacent subarray as a reference. Therefore, adjacent subarrays cannot be activated simultaneously, i.e., we can at most activate 50% of all the subarrays. Third, more compute parallelism is not necessarily better, since internal data movement may become the bottleneck. Section 6.2 shows that the subarray's effective utilization can be as low as 10%, due to data blocking.
• Unblocking the data movement bottleneck: For Challenge-2, we propose four techniques. (1) We design bank/group buffers in Section 4.2, in order to isolate local movements and parallelizing them.
(2) We reorganize the banks by reducing the number of subarrays per bank while increasing the bank quantity. Fewer subarrays per bank reduces the data conjunctions for intra-bank data movements.
(3) We add groups and group buffers, so that inter-bank data movements inside different groups work in parallel. (4) We propose the bulk-style μ-operations (Section 4.3) to reduce instruction data movement (and decoding). One μ-operation only requires one-time data transfer and decoding, and then the local controller auto-generates bulk instructions. -16 on 1T1C-mixed) . Left: Impact of number of subarrays per bank. Right: Impact of number of groups. Figure 10 (left) shows that reducing the number of subarrays per bank from 1024 to 64 achieves 576× better performance with only 1.5% area overhead. This increase of resource utilization is the evidence that this performance gain comes from faster data movements. Figure 10 (right) shows that as the number of groups increases from 1 to 16, it achieves 3.65× better performance. In addition, by adapting μ-operations, we achieve another 22.94% and 3.43% reduction on latency and energy, respectively.
• Optimizing ACT latency and energy: Reducing the ACT overhead is essential in DRISA. In a typical DRAM, a activation cycle (tRC) takes 46ns [2] and 24.9% of the memory power consumption [96] . Such a long clock period and large energy consumption are challenging for DRISA, which computes serially with multiple cycles per operation. To tackle this Challenge-3, we propose three techniques. (1) We reorganize arrays with shorter BLs (fewer columns) and WLs (fewer rows) [86] . Shorter BLs and WLs result in smaller RC and hence smaller latency and energy, as well as easier and faster decoding. (2) We include the extra group hierarchy between the chip and banks. This makes the bus become hierarchical and hence more scalable, so that the bus overhead is reduced. (3) The μ-operations also help; one μ-operation may contain hundreds of ACT instructions, but it is only transferred on the global bus for one instance. Average ACT cost is then reduced. Figure 11 shows the ACT energy and latency for four cases (A to D) with area results. Case-A is the bank organization in the original DRAM memory. We observe that the BL dominates both the latency (41%) and energy (99%) in ACTs. This is the motivation for our first technique that switches to shorter WL/BLs, as shown by Case-B. 4× shorter BLs and 8× shorter WLs yields 62.5% latency and 66.9% energy/bit reduction. The downside is 58% larger area. However, this is acceptable since DRISA is an accelerator optimized for performance, not a memory optimized for density. Case-C shows the second technique's benefit. By having the group hierarchy, it reduces the latency and energy spent on the bus by 49.9% and 50%, respectively. Case-D shows that the third technique is effective. By adapting μ-operations, it further saves 12.7% latency and 6.9% energy.
System Integration
We briefly discuss how to integrate DRISA into the system (detailed software/system support is out of the scope of this paper and planned as future work). Considering that DRISA is a co-processor or accelerator instead of a memory, it is integrated in the same manner as a GPU or FPGA, not a PIM system. For the software component , DRISA follows the same programming model as Automata [27] /GPU/FPGA. DRISA requires a special programming language or framework, like CUDA for GPU and AP SDK [6] for Automata. A corresponding compiler is also necessary. In order to map general purpose program onto DRISA, programmers can treat DRISA as a multiple issued vector machine, similar to programming with AXE/SSE. To make programming easier, application-specific APIs should also be provided to the users. The DRISA compiler compiles the high-level descriptions into DRISA instructions, and it works along with the driver and the runtime engine to offload tasks onto DRISA, transfer data, and control DRISA to finish the task.
For the hardware, both PCIe and DIMM solutions are applicable. PCIe integration (like GPU, FPGA, Automata [27] ) provides sufficient power delivery and well-developed control system. The DIMM solution (like AC-DIMM [35] ) requires DRISA to support a DDR-like interface but function like an accelerator. This solution is still within active research. The advantages of the DIMM solution is simplicity for scaling-out, considering that the number of DIMM slots is much more than PCIe's. The downside is that the power budget for each slot is low, which limits the performance of every individual DRISA. For both of those solutions, there is an SoC controller on board, which supports inter-chip communications.
To scale-out for applications with larger data sets than DRISA's memory capacity, DRISA follows the solution of multi-GPUs, which leaves the partitioning job to programmers or frameworks (like Torch [9]).
Discussion
Limitations. DRISA is not suitable for floating point calculation, even though it is capable of this functionality. The limitation lies in the lock-step within a subarray, since all lanes in one subarray share the same controller. This dramatically hurts the performance of floating point operations, because the internal control of floating point calculation is data dependent. For example, the shift for significands alignment is based on the subtraction result of exponential biases. Therefore, every lane potentially requires a different bit shift, which is not supported by the lock-step architecture. Instead, a single floating point operation is required to run on a whole subarray instead of a single lane, massively reducing lane-level parallelism. Process variation. Multiple experimental studies and patents have already established the viability of 3T1C and 3 row activation designs in DRAM, even in the presence of manufacturing variations. In addition, Micron's Automata has demonstrated the feasibility of heterogeneous circuits design with DRAM process technology. Specifically for DRISA, we examine the impact of these variations and general DRAM challenges, since the computed results depends on the nominal operation of the proposed bitwise logic computational the DRAM cell level.
The first challenge is with variable cell voltage level due to charge-leak, thereby impacting the charge-sharing operation with bitline. DRISA is not impacted by this challenge since every bitwise logical operation is preceded by a data-copy to the source and destination rows (Rs, Rt). This naturally constitutes DRAM restore operation, charging the voltage levels to the cell value and offsets any charge leaking that could affect cell-sharing operation with three-rows. In addition, DRISA can tolerate 8ms retention time, compared with 64ms in commodity DRAM, which makes it even more robust.
The second challenge relates to variation in the cell-level capacitances that could affect the bitwise logical operation due to strong or weak capacitances. Fortunately, DRISA has a 4-point approach that ensures strong immunity to these challenges:
• First, process variations' impact in the context of multi-row activation in 1T1C-based designs were already examined in detailed by Buddy-RAM [82] . The impact was shown to be minimal, affecting special patterns of cell values with specific cell capacitance strengths. However, even for these cases, measurements show that the logic function sustains even with ±20% process (40% cell-cell) variation. For the case of DRISA design, the theoretical limits allow ±33% capacitance variation for a 3 wordline design, but our evaluation places a tighter bound of ±28% to ensure safe margin for sense amplifier. DRAM systems today have a process variation much less than this tolerable ±28% (56% cell to cell). For example, the capacitance difference between two generation is only 10∼15% [70] . Also, industry inventions on new DRAM capacitance structures significantly increase the capacitance of DRAM cell and therefore reduce the impact of variation [70] . • Next, as discussed in Section 4.1, DRISA array structure is fundamentally different and is tailored to be an accelerator with 16× smaller array size than commodity DRAM (256-by-2048 v.s. 1024by-8096). This results in a proportionately smaller number of cells sharing the local bit lines which is therefore significantly shorter. This in turn improves the ratio between local bitline and the cell capacitances and therefore the sensing ability beyond commodity DRAM and other existing approaches.
• The impact of process variation can also be handled at the circuit level. Unlike cost-optimized commodity DRAMs, DRISA can tune the SA design and spend more area for extra reliability [51] . Also, in 1T1C, we can also use the logic gates (Figure 4(b) right side) for pure digital computing, where no multi-row ACT or SA is involved, immune to process variation.
• Finally, we can apply architecture-level method to avoid defective modules. For example, DRISA can examine the capacitance variation during the manufacturing and testing phase. Cells that are detected to contain more than the acceptable variation will be masked and instead replaced with spare row and column by using already prevalent fusing techniques, consistent with existing DRAM. Since the spare DRAM cells are already implemented in the state-of-the-art DRAM chips, there is no extra hardware overhead. With a high threshold, we expect this to produce similar yield as a normal process. Another way is to apply defect-aware mapping method similar to ArchSheild [66] .
The final challenge relates to DRAM yield as a result of coexistence of logical elements and the DRAM cells. By virtue of design, these logical components i.e. shifter, are integrated after the sense amplification stage and do not interfere with the highlyoptimized DRAM cell level, IO lines' layout. As such, it does not affect DRAM yield either. DRISA is an accelerator, not host memory. We position DRISA as an accelerator or co-processor instead of as part of the host memory, because memory designs are extremely optimized for low-cost, but our target is to build a high performance accelerator. Conventionally, DRAM is cost sensitive and is unlikely to be changed. However, by avoiding being a part of the host memory, DRISA's area is not the primary optimization priority, and we can trade-off area overhead for better performance. As we change the design goal to high performance, DRISA has greater room to re-design the DRAM arrays and peripheral circuits for high performance parallel computation. In addition, we treat DRISA's memory space similar to the device memory or scratchpad memory on GPU/FPGA/Automata, which avoids issues in data coherence, data reorganization, and address translation if using DRISA as host memory.
ACCELERATING CNN: A CASE STUDY
In this section, we map CNNs (inference) on DRISA as a case study. Note that the purpose of the case study is to show the methodology of application mapping. DRISA is not limited to only CNN applications.
Quantizing CNN for DRISA
NN algorithms are originally based on floating point calculations. NN data quantization work [40, 44, 59, 89, 97] helps to tackle the challenge by quantizing the floating point activation data and weight into fewer bits of fixed-point data and then retraining the NN to reduce the accuracy loss. Furthermore, research studies have found it is even possible to quantize weights into binary data [24, 25, 77] . After proper training, BWN [77] (binary weight, floating point activation data) shows 0%, 8.5%, and 5.8% top-1 accuracy degradations, compared with all floating point golden models on AlexNet [56] , ResNet-18 [41] , and GoogleNet [87] , respectively. Even more aggressively, BNN [24] and XNOR-Net [77] We apply 1-bit weights with 8-bit activations (<1,8>) for DRISA. This is because DRISA runs faster if one of the multipliers have 1 or 2 bits, while it is insensitive to the other operand ( Figure 6 ). Therefore, it is not necessary to adopt the extreme BNN/XNOR-Net quantization cases (both binary weight and activation data). Instead, we need an eclectic way with binary weights and fixed-point activation data (between BWN and BNN/XOR-NeT). Specifically, we use binary weights for all layers (including the first and last layers), and use shifter for approximate weight scaling. Figure 13 shows our training result for AlexNet and VGG-16 [85] on ImageNet [78] . Note that Figure 13 shows a "worst" case scenario, since we have not applied fine tuning for our training. More training epochs, larger batch sizes, image augmentation [92] , better initialization [97] , and better learning rate tuning will effectively increase the accuracy. It has much larger potential since BWN (<1,FP>) [77] has been reported as 56.8% top-1 accuracy, which sets a upper bound of our accuracy.
Resource Allocation
DRISA provides row-to-row operations, which are treated as SIMD vector instructions (like AVX [5] ). In CNN applications, more than 99.9% of the operations can be aggregated as vector operations [61] . For these scalar operations or vector operations that are shorter than DRISA's row size, we fill zeros in any unused slots.
In order to efficiently utilize DRISA hardware, we need to optimize resource allocations for CNNs. CNNs have lots of inherent parallelism (e.g., batch, feature map, and pixel-level parallelism), and so does the DRISA architecture (i.e., group, bank, subarray and lane-level parallelism). How to effectively allocate the hardware resource to the application is challenging. We follow two design philosophies: (1) The data movement and computation tasks should be balanced, in order to achieve the highest efficiency. (2) Since DRISA favors CSA compared to FA, we should avoid using FA (Figure 7) . We design the resource allocation scheme as shown in Figure 14 , following these design philosophies. First, all the input data from feature maps are duplicated to all the lanes in a subarray (Figure 14(a) ). These lanes work in parallel after weights are preloaded. The output of each lane is a dependent output feature. The purpose for this mapping scheme is to make all of the sum reductions happen in a single lane, so that inefficient inter-lane SHF and lane-FWD are eliminated. Second, each subarray takes part of the input feature maps. These subarrays work in parallel on the partial results, and an extra subarray sums up the final result (Figure 14(b) ). Third, for bank and group level parallelism, we take use of the application's parallelism in pixel and batch, i.e., mapping different regions of the feature map to different banks, and different batches to different groups.
Mapping Other Applications to DRISA
DPU is not limited to only CNN applications. DRISA is not limited to CNN inference accelerations. Data quantization in recursive NN (RNN) with 2-bit weights [69] is also an ideal case to run on DRISA. Instead of inference, training is also feasible by quantizing gradient data with DoReFa-Net [97] .
Furthermore, DRISA is not limited to deep learning applications. DRISA is designed as a SIMD architecture and can be treated as a vector processor, so a large range of applications can be mapped to DRISA. Programs benefit from DRISA the most if they have enough data parallelism, if they are both compute and memory intensive, and if they can be mostly computed by integer operations. We are currently working on mapping emerging bioinformatic applications (meta-genome data analysis [21] ) to DRISA.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first describe the experiment setup. Then, overall performance, energy, and area evaluations are presented. The evaluation for the CNN acceleration case study is also presented with comparisons to the state-of-the-art solutions.
Experiment Setups for DRISA
We evaluate and compare four DRISA designs. The configurations are shown as follows. 3T1C: 8-bit lane, 256 rows and 512 columns per mat, 4 mats (256 rows by 2048 columns, or 256 lanes) per subarray, 16 subarrays per bank, 64 banks per group; in total 4 groups and 2Gb capacity. 22nm DRAM process technology and the 3T1C cell size is 30F 2 [49] . 1T1C-nor/mixed/adder: 1T1C-based solutions with NOR logic, or mixed logic gates (including NAND, NOR, XNOR, INV), or adder circuit attached to SA (see Section 4.1). In total, 8 groups and 4Gb capacity. The cell size is 6F 2 . Rest of the configurations are same as 3T1C's.
In order to evaluate the brand new hardware, two in-house simulators are developed. First, a circuit-level simulator is built based on CACTI-3DD [50] . CACTI-3DD is DRAM circuit simulator. It provides DRAM latency, energy, and area parameters, which are validated with fabrication DRAMs. Based on it, our simulator modifies the configuration files to reflect array organization. Then we add extra circuits described in Section 4 with APIs provided from CACTI-3DD. The controllers and adders in the 1T1C-adder solution are synthesized by Design Compiler [4] with an industry library. The difference between the logic process and DRAM process technologies are capture from parameters in previous research [55] . Second, a behavioral-level simulator is developed from scratch, calculating the latency and energy DRISA spends given a certain task like system-C simulation. It also includes a mapping optimization framework for the CNN applications, according to the design space exploration described in Section 5.2. Table 2 shows the area comparison of the four DRISA configurations. First, we observe that even though the memory density of 3T1C is half as much as others, 3T1C only takes 17.6% more area than 1T1C-nor, due to the large cell footprint of the latter. Second, 1T1Cadder takes the largest area, due to the more complex logic circuit (adders) that are embedded. Third, DRISA is almost half as dense as a normal 8Gb DRAM memory. However, DRISA is not a cost sensitive memory design. Although it is not as dense as a memory, it very area efficient as an accelerator. Later experiment shows DRISA offers the highest performance per area among all kinds of accelerators. Note that though a larger chip with higher performance is feasible, the die size impacts the chip cost. DRISA thus has a similar die size to commercial DRAM memories in this paper. For a fair comparison, the following results are normalized by area. Figure 15 shows the area breakdown. First, we observe that the breakdown of 3T1C is similar to that of a DRAM memory, where cells and analog IO circuits dominate (79%). The add-on shifters, controllers, buffers, and bus circuits constitute a smaller fraction (less than 5%) in area. Second, the add-on NOR and latch circuits in 1T1C-nor take 24% of the area, almost as much as the memory cell themselves. This is because of the inefficient implementation of logic circuits with DRAM process technologies. Third, the add-on adder circuits in 1T1C-adder takes 51% of the total area, resulting in 66% more area than 1T1C-nor. Again, this result supports the observation that DRAM process technologies are not suitable to build complex logic circuits, with design complexities even for simple adders. Figure 16 shows the latency (tStep) and energy (eStep) for a basic computing step (including opening operand rows, computing, closing operand rows, and writing back to result row). It also shows the latency (tClone) and energy (eClone) to copy one row across subarrays in the same bank. First, we observe that 3T1C takes 112% more computing latency and 79% more computing energy, due to the longer BLs/WLs and larger cells. Second, the data movement latency/energy are dominated by the latency/energy on wires. Hence, designs with larger areas result in larger latency/energy. Third, a latency breakdown shows that the logics' latency takes less than 1% in all DRISA cases, except for 1T1C-adder which spends 10% latency on the adder. Figure 17 shows the cycle count for frequently used operations. It shows that 1T1C-nor is the slowest since for AND/OR the system requires copy-on-operation, which takes 3 more cycles per logic.
Evaluation for DRISA Solutions
1T1C-mixed appears to be better since every logic operation is based on the add-on logic gates. However, it still needs 2 cycles for each Boolean logic operation. 1T1C-adder is clearly the fastest design.
In later sections, we will show effective performance of these four solutions for more comprehensive comparisons before we draw the conclusion in Section 7.
The CNN Case Study Results
We compare DRISA with the state-of-the-art solutions in the CNN inference acceleration case study.
• Baseline setup: We also compare with state-of-art accelerating platforms for the CNN application. They are described as follows.
ASIC: This is a DaDianNao-like [22] ASIC design but optimized for binary weight CNN with 8-bit activation data. There are two versions with either 8x8 tiles (33MB eDRAM) or 16x16 tiles (129MB eDRAM). An advanced on-chip data reuse scheme as in ShiDian-Nao [28] is adopted. The design is synthesized with Design Compiler [4] and scaled to 22nm. The eDRAM and SRAM are calculated from CACTI [65] . An in-house behaviorial-level simulator is built to evaluate the performance and energy given a certain CNN task.
GPU: We use two TITAN X (Pascal) [3] . Each GPU has 3584 CUDA cores running at 1.5GHz (11TFLOPs peak performance). GPU-FP is achieved by running Torch 7 [9] with cuDNN [7] using floating point data. We measure the power consumption with NVIDIA's system management interface [8] . The results are conservatively scaled by 50% to exclude the power cost by cooling, voltage regulators, etc. We then aggressively scale the GPU-FP result by ×4 for the quantized CNN 1 , since it claims ×4 peak performance running with 8-bit integers instead of floating point data.
In the case study, we consider four CNN applications (including both convolution layers and fully connected layers): 8-layer AlexNet [56] , 16-layer VGG-16, 19-layer VGG-19 [85] , and 152-layer ResNet-152 [41] . Note that as another advantage, DRISA does not have refresh overhead. Even in the most complex CNN case, one iteration of the task is done within 8ms, which means every row have already been read and restored at least once within 64ms.
• Performance evaluation: Figure 18 shows the peak performance (w/ and w/o normalization by area) for all the solutions (We assume DRISA has the same power budget as GPUs). It shows that the best DRISA is still 54% slower than GPU-INT. Note that DRISA's area is ∼14% of GPUs, larger sized DRISA with more active subarrays provides higher performance. Therefore, area-normalized results (performance per area) turns to be a fairer performance metric. With this metric, DRISA (1T1C-adder) outperforms ASIC and GPU by 1.9× and 12.7×, respectively. Note that peak performance is only part of the picture, and the resource utilization shown later is another key factor. Figure 19 shows the on-chip memory capacity and bandwidth (buffer bandwidth for ASIC and register file bandwidth for GPU are counted). First, it shows that DRISA has 387× more memory capacity and 54× more bandwidth than GPU and 6.8× and 15× more than ASIC solutions. This is because of the in-situ computing architecture. The majority of DRISA is DRAM cells for large capacity, and multiple subarrays are activated simultaneously for large bandwidth. Second, 3T1C and 1T1C-adder have lower capacity and bandwidth density among DRISA solutions, due to the large cell size and large add-on circuit overheads. Figure 20 shows the performance (frames per second) results on CNN applications with a batch size of 1/8/64, which are normalized with area. It shows that DRISA is 8.7× and 7.7× faster than the ASIC and GPU solutions, respectively. It also shows a flipped result: 1T1C-adder with higher peak performance ( Figure 18 ) is 12.4% slower than 1T1C-mixed. This is because the computing and data movement costs are not balanced in 1T1C-adder. Even though the computing is fast, the data movement turns out to be the bottleneck. For the same reason, an ASIC with more tiles is not necessarily better. Figure 21 shows the fraction of time when either on-chip or off-chip data movement blocks computing (data from GPU is not achievable). It explains why DRISA performs better: First, we observe DRISA (except for 1T1C-adder) only spends ∼10% time on memory access while others spend more than 90% time waiting for the loading data either from off-chip memory or on-chip caches 2 . The low memory bottleneck ratio is then transferred as a high resource utilization in Figure 22 , which benefits from the in-situ computing architecture. Second, although both 1T1C-adder and ASICs have more than 90% memory bottleneck ratio, 1T1C-adder is still 7.8× faster than ASICs (Figure 20 ). This is because DRISA's superiority also stems from its massive parallelism, not only its merging of computing and memory resources. Figure 22 shows the resource utilization (in regard to the peak performance), which strengthens the conclusions drawn from Figure 21 . DRISA (except for 1T1C-adder) has an average of 45% utilization. The utilization is lower than 50% because it spends at least half of the resources on the data movement, while others are lower than 20%. • Energy Evaluation: Figure 23 shows the area-normalized energy efficiency (frames per Joule, higher is better) comparison. First, we observe that GPUs are still the most energy-hungry solutions 3 . Second, DRISA is even 1.4× better than ASICs, thanks to the efficient in-situ computing architecture. In addition, DRAM process technologies have less leakage compared with the logic process, especially when considering memory cell's leakage(DRAM retention time is 64ms while eDRAM is ∼100μs [64] ). Third, 3T1C is 1.94× better than 1T1C-adder, because the logic implemented by DRAM process technologies hurts the energy efficiency. Figure 24 shows the percentage of energy spent on memory, which explains why DRISA has better energy efficiency. First, 2 The large percentage is not surprising since the computing and memory access are pipelined, and the computing latency is usually hidden by the data movement. 3 We conservatively take 50% of total GPU board power as that actually spent on the GPU chip and GDDR memories.
we observe that DRISA (except for 1T1C-adder) spends 45% energy on memory, 1.15× smaller than others, thanks to the in-situ computing architecture. Second, 1T1C-adder spends 92% energy on memory, due to the inefficient DRAM-implemented logics and longer wires induced by the large area overhead.
$VLF $VLF Figure 24 : The data movement energy ratio. Figure 25 shows the power consumption. It shows that even though DRISA-based solutions activate multiple rows simultaneously, the power consumption is still within the power budget and 54% lower than GPUs. This is due to the power budget-aware active subarray number controlling, as described in Section 4.4. We also evaluated the power density with the Hotspot tool [43] . The core temperature is well under DRAM's 85 • C constraint, and existing cooling solutions are sufficient [94] . In addition, when integrating DRISA with PCIe like the case of GPUs, the power delivery is not a problem. When integrating with DIMM, DRISA needs to shut down parts of the activate subarrays in order to stay within DIMM's power budget.
• Cost Analysis: Besides the performance and energy benefits, DRISA can also potentially offer lower cost. Not only does DRISA have high area efficiency, but also three more reasons contribute to lower cost. First, a DRAM process has only 3 to 4 metal layers [91] , while GPUs or ASICs with logic processes usually have more than 10 layers. Second, DRISA has fewer pins since it does not require connections to large external memories. This could result in a reduction in packaging cost. Combining these two factors, an industry cost analysis tool [1] shows that DRISA can be ∼6× more cost efficient (normalized by area) than GPUs. Third, it has fewer requirements for extra memory chips (like GDDR5), since DRISA itself is a memory.
DISCUSSION: WHICH DRISA IS BETTER
1T1C-adder is the least effective design. Though 1T1C-adder has the best (3.84× better) peak performance, its effective performance is 11% lower than others because its resource utilization is 77% lower. It is also 40% less energy efficient. In addition, it requires the largest area with 51% overhead to build adders, which becomes more difficult to manufacture. 1T1C-adder's problems lie in (1) large energy/area overhead of building logics with DRAM process technologies and (2) unbalanced computing and data movement capability (data movement is costly due to longer wires caused by area overhead). As a conclusion, building too large logic with DRAM process technologies is not feasible.
On the opposite end of the spectrum from the 1T1C-adder, 3T1C has minimal extra logic circuits built in the DRAM process technologies. However, it is also not the most effective design. Though it has 5.7% better energy efficiency, it suffers from 68% lower effective performance. For the area, it is 49% less dense. 3T1C's problem is its large cell size. As a conclusion, it shows that only relying on memory cells for computing is not feasible, either, due to significant performance loss, though it brings the best energy efficiency.
1T1C-nor/mixed stand somewhere between 1T1C-adder and 3T1C and prove to be the best designs. They add a few logics in DRAM process technologies but not in excess. 1T1C-mixed is 4.7% faster than 1T1C-nor due to its flexibility to build logics, while 1T1C-nor's energy efficiency is 16% better due to more memory cell based computing.
RELATED WORK
• Processing-in-Memory Architectures: On one hand, there is plenty of recent work on PIM [10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 30, 32, 34, 36, 42, 46, 52, 53, 67, 73, 73, 75, 76, 88, 93, 95] that built lightweight processors, reconfigurable or application-specific logics in the logic die of HMC [74] or HBM [58] . For example, Active Memory Cube [67] is a representative design with HMC. DRISA is different from them in that it does not rely on 3D stacking. On the other hand, earlier PIM work has integrated logics directly in the 2D DRAM die. For example, IRAM [71] has put scalar processors in the DRAM die. These work has been criticized for the difficulty of integrating complex logic with DRAM technology. 1T1C-adder shows that even including simple adders in DRAM process technologies induces large overhead and low effective performance. DRISA is different since its logic circuits are simple Boolean logic operations, which are easy to build with DRAM technologies. Recently, this approach has been revisited. Buffered Comparator [11, 46] ) pairs lightweight comparator with DRAMs. DRISA is different since it grants every BL computing capabilities to achieve high performance. As a summary, PIM sticks with a main memory position that is optimized for memory density; however, DRISA is a processor/accelerator optimized for performance efficiency.
• Revolutionary DRAM Designs: Recent research has evolved DRAM memory by adding additional functional capability [79] . Automata [27] has implemented a reconfigurable processor with a DRAM process. It computes with counters and finite-state machines, but DRISA computes with Boolean logic operations from BLs. Automata stores programmed states in the DRAM while streaming in the data, but DRISA is in-situ computing with all of the data stored within. Rowclone [81] has supported in-DRAM row-to-row copy with minor modification on existing DRAMs. Seshadri et al. [80, 82] has explored fast bulk bitwise operations in DRAMs. Compared with this work, DRISA has following new contributions. (1) DRISA supports more operations, e.g., NOR, shifting, and data movement, so that general purpose computing like addition is supported. (2) DRISA is a reconfigurable accelerator architecture, instead of a commodity DRAM design like BuddyRAM. Therefore, several optimizations, such as array reorganizations (Section 4.4) are proposed. Consequently, DRISA offers higher area/energy efficiency than prior architectures, including GPUs and ASICs. (3) DRISA provides a complete DRAM based processing architecture/solution and supports a larger range of applications (DNN/bio-informatics etc), rather than only for bitwise operations. DRAF [33] has proposed a DRAM-based FPGA, where DRAM cells are used as look-up tables. However, DRISA uses DRAM cells to store data.
• In-situ Computing Accelerators: Mikamonu [13] [14] [15] has proposed to compute with the NOR logic provided by the 3T1C DRAM cell or NVMs. However, their proposal does not have data movement mechanisms. Therefore, complex functions (like full adders) are not supported. Some work [19, 23, 35] has relied on emerging NVMs for computing, but DRISA takes use of the mature and cost-effective DRAM process technologies.
• Neural Network Accelerators: Lots of designs that accelerate NN applications with various platforms (ASIC, GPU, FPGA) [22, 39, 48, 83, 92] have been proposed. TrueNorth [29, 62, 63] computes with on-chip SRAM-based crossbars and counters. However, DRISA uses DRAM technologies and computes with reconfigurable Boolean logic operations. DaDianNao [22] has 36MB of on-chip memories, but DRISA has 512MB. EIE [39] is another design benefiting from data quantization. DRISA also adopts data quantization, but further stores all the intermediary data on-chip. NeuroCube [53] is a PIM architecture for NNs. Though its memory capacity is large, its performance is low (Figure 1 ). Most importantly, unlike all of these NN accelerating work, DRISA is a general-purpose reconfigurable processor. We just use NN acceleration as an application example.
CONCLUSION
To address the "memory wall" challenge, we propose a DRAM-based PIM design with simple Boolean logic operations to enable in-situ computing inside DRAM. To overcome the challenges induced by building accelerators with DRAM process technologies, we use simple Boolean logic operations to compute complex functions by running serially. The Boolean logic operations are provided either by the BLs themselves or by extra circuits added to the SAs. We compare four different DRISA designs and conclude that 1T1Cnor/mixed are the best choices. We then present a case study where we evaluate CNN applications on DRISA. With the benefit of insitu computing, DRISA shows 8.8× speedup and 1.2× better energy efficiency when compared with ASICs, and 7.7× speedup and 15× better energy efficiency than GPUs.
